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access denied errors are thrown by some serial port drivers. some of those errors are non-fatal. some can be caught by adding a loop on top of the previous one that checks
port.readable. this works because as long as the errors are non-fatal, a new readablestream is created automatically. if a fatal error occurs, such as the serial device being removed,

then port.readable becomes null. you can take control of how memory is allocated when you read from the stream using a bring your own buffer reader. call
port.readable.getreader({ mode: byob }) to get the readablestreambyobreader interface and provide your own arraybuffer when calling read(). note that the web serial api supports

this feature in chrome 106 or later. house and senate documents contain various materials ordered printed by both chambers of congress. documents can include reports of
executive departments and agencies, some of which are submitted in accordance with federal law, then later are ordered printed as congressional documents. sometimes

committee prints are ordered printed as congressional documents also, if the information they contain is in demand. documents contained in a serial set volume will also appear in
the govinfo congressional documents collection. bring your own buffer reader for the serialport is a feature that allows you to take control of how memory is allocated when you

read from the stream using a bring your own buffer reader. port.readable.getreader() interface allows you to provide your own arraybuffer to be filled when calling read().
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to monitor and log traffic to and from your serial
port, use log.on('data') to log incoming and

log.on('close') to log outgoing data. the
incoming data is automatically discarded in the

log.on('close') callback when the data is
complete and the log.on('data') callback has

completed. use port.on('data', callback) instead
to capture the data. the available data is

available in the callback argument. you can take
control of how memory is allocated when you

write to the stream using a bring your own
buffer writer. call port.writeable.getwriter({

mode: byob }) to get the
writeablestreambyobwriter interface and

provide your own arraybuffer when calling
write(). note that the web serial api supports
this feature in chrome 106 or later. senate

executive reports contain reports of the
committee on foreign relations relating to

treaties between the united states and foreign
nations, which have been submitted to the u.s.

senate for ratification, or reports of various
senate committees regarding nomination of
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individuals. executive reports contained in a
serial set volume will also appear in the govinfo
congressional reports collection. when you poll a
serial port, the polling interval can be changed
using the polltimeout property. this is useful if
you want to ensure the next poll isn’t too soon

or you want to synchronize the poll interval with
some other application. a small demonstration
program is provided in the demos directory to
give a general understanding of how the serial

communications can be used. a text-based,
graphical user interface is also available. see

section10.3 for details. 5ec8ef588b
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